MBCC FILE SUBMISSION INFORMATION
Filename format:






Your Name~Category~Title~Other.jpg

The separator MUST be the tilde character. Not a hyphen, not an underscore, not a space. Do not put spaces before or after the tilde characters.
~Other is optional. If used, it contains information that is useful to you. If you wish to submit your image for Comments Only, include the word “Comments” in this section
Name, Category, and Title must be in that order.
Use spaces within your name and title, but not before and/or after.
If you don’t like spaces, the underscore character can represent a space.

Examples:
John Doe~Open~Eagle in Flight.jpg
Jane_Smith~Open~Eagle_in_Flight.jpg
Bill Jones~Open~Eagle in Flight~IMG_456842.jpg
Herbert Hoover~Open~My Dam~Comments.jpg
Lottie Roth~Open~Isaac Kalloch~P1035747 Comments.jpg

(a typical file name)
(using underscore instead of a space)
(using the optional ~Other field)
(submitting for Comments Only)
(using the optional ~Other field and Comments Only)

SteveMiller-Open-EagleInFlight.jpg
Jane Smith ~ Open ~ Eagle in Flight.jpg

(spaces next to tildes)

WRONG:

Image Sizing & Miscellaneous: Images cannot be wider than 1920 pixels and they cannot be higher than 1080 pixels because that is the display resolution of the projector.




Most images (including ALL vertical images) are constrained by the 1080 Height limitation.
Only images that are twice as wide as their height (or wider) are constrained by the 1920 Width limitation.
Images submitted at larger sizes than this maximum will be downsized to conform to the projector restraints. The results may not be what you intended, so please do the resizing yourself to ensure
the best results. If time permits before the submission deadline, oversize images will be returned to you for resizing.

Consider removing labels and ratings from your submitted images. These will be removed anyway, in order to eliminate any subliminal influence on the judges.
Submission Deadlines:





Monthly meeting images must be submitted by midnight of the Saturday before the meeting. This allows time for the presentation to be built and for the judges to Preview the images.
Special events, such as POY and Scavenger Hunt, must be submitted by midnight of the date specified in the event announcement.
As a practical note, the final download of images for an event will be the morning after the final submission date. If your images are in the email inbox before that final download, they will be
accepted. Images arriving after the final download will be refused.

Email entries to: mbccentries@gmail.com

